English:

PE: On Tuesdays,Kandinsky will

Maths:

Narrative – Fantasy

continue to develop their athletic

Year 3

The Lost Thing – Shaun Tan

skills.

*Time adverbials,

Tell the time to five minutes, am and pm as well as find

*Adjectives, Adverbs

durations of time.

*Dialogue,

Turns and P
Angles

*Onomatopoeia,

Right angles in shapes, compare angles and draw angles

*Conjunctions and complex sentences
*Prepositions
*Relative clauses
*Exclamation
Non-chronological report – Skeletons and
Muscles

Kandinsky Class (Yr3/4)

*Amazing facts

Summer B: 2020-21

*Title and subtitle
*Definitions

Changes in Britain from the

*Noun phrases

Stone Age to the Iron Age

*Technical vocabulary
*Complex sentences
*Precise adjectives and verbs

Topic:

RE:

In history we will continue

We will be learning about Hinduism.
‘Why does a Hindu want to collect good karma?’
We will look at Hindu stories and texts, think
about Hindu community action and learn about
how belief about karma impacts on a Hindu’s

Science:
will

be

learning

about

animals, including humans. We will be describing
the simple functions of the basic parts of the
digestive

system

in

humans,

identifying

the

different types of teeth in humans and their simple
functions. We will construct and interpret a variety
of food chains, identifying producers, predators
and prey.

studying the Stone Age through
to The Iron Age.

We will use

our historical knowledge to
answer
two key questions:
P

daily life.

scientists

i
c
Shape
a describe 2-D and 3-D shapes and make 3-D
Recognise and
s
shapes
Year 4
s
Time
o
Tell the time to five minutes, am and pm, find durations of
C
time as well as analogue and digital time.
l
Turns and Angles
a in shape, compare and order angles and
Right angles
draw angles
s accurately.
Shape
s
Identify, describe and compare different triangles and
–
quadrilaterals.
Y
Recap formal and informal methods for the four number
e
operations
a
P
r
i
Art:
5
c
We will explore
Celtic artwork and produce an example of
/
a
Celtic Stone Art.
6
s
s
Computing:
o
Year 3 will be learning how to create PowerPoints. Year 4
C
will be creating simple animations.
l
a
PSHE:
s
We will explore
what a healthy or unhealthy lifestyele is.
s
Our learning will focus on the physical and mental
–
benefits of exercise, sleep, food and looking after our
Y
teeth.
e
a
r
5
accurately.

*Inner thoughts and rhetorical questions

Kandinsky

Time:

Spring
B 2017
i When do you think it was
c better to live – Stone Age,
a
Bronze Age or Iron Age?
s
s Why?
o If you were Julius Caesar,
C would you have invaded
l
Britain in 55BC? Why?
a
s
s
–

